lntermediate Beekeeping
Questionnaire.
Thank you for coming, we hope the day has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
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Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
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Do you feel the day provided value for money?
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Comments:
ls the balance between PowerPoint learning & practical hands on
about riqht qiven that vou do have to learn the borinq bits?
Comments:
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What do you need next? - e.g. a rnentor, a more advanced course or revision learning day, a
study group for the BBKA Basic Assessment????
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What are your thoughts about the pre-course questionnaire? I find it useful to assess what
information I need to cover for you but it is tedious to complete.
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We are wondering whether we need to split the course into 2 separate days and give more
information? What do you think? lf the course is not very full making it into 2 separate day
courses seems a bit problematic.
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We should maybe rename the lntermediate Course and make it more clear that anyone who
has had bees for a year can come. New names? Something that describes it better please
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We should maybe rename the lntermediate Course and make it more clear that anyone who
has had bees for a year can come. New names? Something that describes it better pleage
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We are wondering whether we need to split the course into 2 separate days and give more
information? What do you think? lf the course is not very full making it into 2 separate day
eourses seems a bit problematic.
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How well has the course met your learning needs?
Comments:

Was the information presented well and clearly enough?
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Do you feel the day provided value for money?
Comments:
ls the balance between PowerPoint learning & practical hands on
about riqht qiven that vou do have to learn the borino bits?
Comments:

What do you need next? - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or revision learning day, a
study group for the BBKA Basic Assessment????

What are your thoughts about the pre-course questionnaire? I find it useful to assess what
information I need to cover for you but it is tedious to complete.

We are wondering whether we need to split the course into 2 separate days and give more
information? What do you think? lf the course is not very full making it into 2 separate day
courses seems a bit problematic.

We should maybe rename the lntermediate Course and make it more clear that anyone who
has had bees for a year can come. New names? Something that describes it better please
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Thank you for coming, we hope the day has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
improve the course.
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How well has the course met your learning needs?
Comments:
Was the information presented well and clearly enough?
Comments:
Do you feel the day provided value for money?

Comments:
ls the balance between PowerPoint learning & practical hands on
about right given that you do have to learn the borino bits?
Comments:

What do you need next? - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or revision learning day, a
study group for the BBKA Basic Assessmenl????
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information I need to cover for you but it is tedious to complete.
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information I need to cover for you but it is tedious to complete.
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We are wondering whether we need to split the course into 2 separate days and give more
information? What do you think? lf the course is not very full making it into 2 separate day
courses seems a bit problematic.
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